
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES BLUE (60) vs WESTBROOK BLUE (34) 
ROUND 10.  28/06/2017 
Rofe Park 
 
Everyone was looking forward to Saturday evening footie under the lights at Rofe Park. The pre-match warm up was 
sensational with the Umpire and players performing the Floss in the middle. The main entertainment began on the 
sound of the starting hooter though.  
 
The Eagles fended off Westbrook’s first attack with good defence from Sarah, Will and Jessie, and the ball was 
quickly played to our forward line where Ben managed to score a point. The resulting ball up was won by the Eagles 
and passed to Lachie who scored a great goal from distance. Then a long run and kick led to a point by Jeremy. Ben, 
Ryan and Poppy in midfield were supplying the forward nicely and the Eagles took control of the game with Lachie 
getting another goal between two maximums from Lawrence. Westbrook breached our defence at the end of the 
quarter to get their first goal. It was 26-6 at the break. 
 
Jessie kicked two behinds to begin the second quarter and Lawrence added his third goal just after. Sarah, Lachie and 
Jeremy were stopping Westbrook from attacking the Blues defensive line, and decent passing to our forwards 
allowed Lawrence to add another behind and a goal. The visitors eventually broke through to add a goal and a 
behind before the teams broke for half time with the Eagles in front 41 to 13. 
 
The third quarter saw Holly open the scoring with a goal following a nice mark and pass from Sarah. A brave 
intercept by Holly in midfield then led to another goal for the Eagles, this time kicked by Poppy. Westbrook were 
getting more ball as the quarter progressed and they scored a behind and then a goal following some good ball 
movement. A great save on the goal line by Spencer prevented them scoring again and the score favoured the Eagles 
53-20 at three quarter time. 
 
Westbrook began the final quarter as they finished the third and scored two behinds followed by two goals. At 53-34 
a comeback may have been on, but the Eagles were next to score. Ryan took a brilliant low mark which he 
deservedly converted for six points with a good strike. Ben completed the scoring for the match with a behind, so the 
final hooter sounded with the Eagles prevailing 60 to 34. 
 
It was an excellent game and all the Eagles can be very satisfied with their play. Lachie was awarded player of the 
match for his two goals and excellent all-round play. Will also received his player of the match award from last week 
for his performance in those terrible conditions. 
 
Quarter Scores: Q1: 4.2 (26) v 1.0 (6) Q2: 6.5 (41) 2.1(13) Q3: 8.5 (53) 3.2 (20) Q4: 9.6 (60) 5.4 (34) 

Goals: Lawrence (4), Lachie (2), Holly (1), Poppy (1), Ryan (1). 
 
Comments: ‘It’s cold’ – various anon. 
 
 
 

 

Report by:   Steve Barton 


